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Many sports people are interested in trying yoga techniques in the hope of improved flexibility,

strength, breathing and concentration, but many can be prevented from optimal results due to

a lack of understanding on the part of yoga teachers of the specific physical requirements of

their sport. This is a manual for professionals who work with athletes of all disciplines and

shows them how to adapt yoga practice for swimmers, cyclists, runners, tennis players and

more. This bridge between evidence-based modern sports medicine and the ancient practices

of yoga, provides solid training guidance as well as offers psychological wisdom to help control

and refine the actions of the mind. Essential reading for yoga therapists and teachers, athletic

coaches and bodywork professionals who work with athletes.
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PrefaceI ‘shoestring’ travelled through Asia and found India. This is where my exploration of

yoga began. I had been travelling to find new surf spots.There was a chance encounter with

some Indian yoga masters, and I met a strange but radiant holy man. He was a sadhu, a ‘free-

range’ monk, who possessed next to nothing lest it would possess him, and who travelled

around living off alms. Today, we would call him an extreme minimalist. He explained that he

was on a quest for ‘union with the ultimate reality’. He seemed to be having a jolly good time on

his mission, and I think that the sheer subversive nature of his lifestyle appealed to me. I had

dabbled with yoga, but now it became a daily morning ritual. I used to save money by sleeping

out on the roof terrace of the cheapest hotel rather than taking a room. It worked for me

because I liked waking up with the sun and going straight into my yoga practice right

there.Imagine the irony when, 20 years later, I was walking the red carpet with India’s sports

stars and living in plush five-star hotel suites. I had been hired by the Indian national cricket

team in a bid to improve fitness and mental focus. That team won the World Cup in 2011 and

became national heroes. I carry the small hope that the presence of the quiet yoga teacher in

the support team had something to do with their success. This was followed by two seasons

touring India with the Delhi Daredevils in the competitive Indian Premier League.I did a number

of media interviews during this time and the first question was always: ‘How the hell did an

Australian end up teaching yoga to Indians?’ The second question was inevitably: ‘Don’t we

have enough Indian yoga teachers who could do that job?’I had to be diplomatic, of course. I

voiced my profound respect and gratitude for the ancient traditional wisdom of India. I

explained that I had learned almost everything from Indian yoga teachers and felt incredibly

honoured to be sharing what I knew. But I also tried to communicate that applying yoga to

professional sportspeople is a different story altogether, and that I had special skills.My special

skills are a modern Western understanding of the human body and an ability to converse and

collaborate with a team physiotherapist about the individual needs of a player. Most of the

Indian yoga teachers, like yoga teachers everywhere, operate in a particular framework that is

primarily quasi-religious or spiritual, or intent on developing astounding degrees of

flexibility.India’s classical yoga is profound and authentic in a way that is very rare to find in the

West, and my return to India reignited a relationship with the older lineages of the Himalaya

that I could not have foreseen. Truth is indeed sometimes stranger than fiction. Yoga training

globally is no doubt improving every year, and with the accessibility of information online, we

are at an amazing stage where the ancient traditions sit alongside modern science. However,



the target for many of the yoga teachers that I met was not sporting performance, and in both

the East and the West the truth is that many yoga instructors fall short on biomechanics and

lack a fundamental understanding of the human body.This book hopes to remedy that situation.

It has been brewing for well over a decade as I have worked first therapeutically and then to

adapt yoga with a variety of individuals. I have trained hundreds of teachers and some now

specialise in sharing yoga with teams and individuals who have committed to a sporting path. I

began compiling lecture notes for an advanced sport-focused yoga course in 2012. The notes

just kept expanding until they made a book. My intention is to continue nurturing this program

to evolve.If you are a yoga teacher, personal trainer, coach, physiotherapist or movement

therapist, my hope is that this book will offer you skills to work more effectively and safely with

athletes. It aims to demystify yoga for the uninitiated. I also bridge a gap with a ‘yoga for sport’

practice, explaining a selection of physical yoga techniques that are most versatile and useful

for athletes. I hope that this may help us to take forward the beautiful tradition of yoga for the

benefit of a wide spectrum of people.Out of respect for and in honour of the ancient yoga

masters and sages of old, I dedicate this work to the passing on of their legacy so that current

and future generations may experience the wonders of the yoga path. Tirumalai

Krishnamacharya, one of the leaders of the modern yoga movement, described yoga in the

following way: ‘Another meaning may be even more important: “to reach a point we have not

reached before.” Something that is impossible at this point becomes possible through

yoga’ (quoted in Desikachar 2011, p.18).

— PART I —EAST MEETS WEST –A FINE ROMANCE

— CHAPTER 1 —East Meets WestWho would have thought it possible that a wandering surfer

from Sydney would be questioned about yoga on Indian national television. It happened! An

Australian wearing the Indian cricket team uniform and speaking about yoga – absurd!As the

saying goes, truth is stranger than fiction.In 2011, not long before the Indian team became

World Champions and national heroes by winning the World Cup in a legendary match, I was

standing with the team physio watching the team as they practised. The team manager came

over. He politely asked, ‘Jim, please come and speak to these men over here.’ I turned around

and the scene made me feel as if I was facing a firing squad. I was in the firing line of a row of

cameras and microphones. I took a deep breath, walked over and said good afternoon.Then

the questions started – and rather bluntly at that: ‘Why do we need an Australian to teach our

players about yoga? Yoga is Indian and surely we have plenty of good yoga teachers here.’I

had to acknowledge the irony of the situation. I explained that I had learned yoga in India 20

years earlier in the Himalaya. I had sat with honoured swamis as well as wild-looking sadhus. I

explained that the inspiration that started there had been a driving force in my life and that I

had the utmost respect for the Indian traditional teachers. My work here with the team was

done with a dedication and heartfelt desire to make all of my teachers proud. Diplomacy was

paramount as I sensed danger in the row of reporters. I needed to disarm them and show no

ego-based reaction that would encourage their line of questioning. It seemed to work, but I had

to try to explain the more difficult part: that what I was doing was a little different to ordinary

yoga.So I said it like it was: yoga in India is yoga for yoga. What I was doing was a particular

application, a therapeutic and quite specific application of yoga for sports. I had been working

with yoga for two decades, studying further and applying the technology of yoga

therapeutically. I told them that I had a clear understanding of exactly how yoga should be

applied and targeted for the needs of a cricketer and that it is different to a generic form of



yoga as most would do it.This explanation was taken as an insinuation that Indian yoga

teachers didn’t have the capacity to understand the needs of cricketers or a good

understanding of the human body, which brought me back into dangerous territory. Some more

challenging questions followed. Which famous athletes had I worked with? I was rescued by

one of the coaching team, Paddy Upton. In that moment, it felt as if he stepped in front of me at

the firing squad to absorb the journalists’ bullets.Paddy began giving answers in the confident

manner of one who speaks to a million people on TV on a regular basis. A moment later, he

gave them an answer that closed the interview. He said: ‘As we are approaching the World Cup

and it is our intention to try to win it for India, we decided that we will make sure that we have

done everything in our power that is possible to increase our chances, and that includes

offering the players high-quality yoga training if that is what they need.’That was one of those

‘How did I get here?’ moments. I got there by a long and winding route. This book will aim to

answer those questions more thoroughly and tell some of the story of this confluence of

Western thought and the Eastern yoga technology.Modern sports science meets traditional

yoga – a fine romanceWe must understand that yoga is not an Indian (thing). If you want to call

yoga Indian, then you must call gravity European.Sadguru Jaggi VasudevWe are now at a

confluence point where two rivers meet. A modern, Western practical and scientific

understanding of the body, the function of its joints and sports performance is about to meet

and fall in love with the beautiful and exotic yoga tradition.Like any good love story, each one

adores the other and sees only the good. Each one sees something in the other that completes

themselves. Together, they strengthen each other, building each other up to be the best that

they can possibly be. It’s a fairytale East-meets-West moment.Not all of their friends approve of

their loving union. Some of the sports coaches still think yoga is flaky and weird. Some of the

yoga experts think sport is egotistical and not worthy. Nevertheless, this Romeo-and-Juliet

romance is already well under way. Athletes the world over are signing up to learn yoga and

there are more and more people believing in the relationship.There will be conflicting views

about how a healthy body and mind should be kept. Any cross-cultural relationship is bound to

have some challenges, right? But if we choose to focus on the places of synergy and

synthesis, and where the cultures overlap rather than the places of contradiction, we find many

fields of knowledge merging organically. Like any relationship, it will require us to appreciate

the strengths of the other and also understand and accept their shortcomings. Coming from an

attitude of curiosity and openness of mind, this book is about that synthesis. I think that we will

find that West and East can get along well and be a formidable team.Yoga is not a passing fad,

and it is inevitable that it will continue to evolve. It is a part of our contemporary society in the

same way that weight training and running are. This book is my way of playing a part in the

evolution of yoga. Its only agenda is to assist more people in practising safely and

effectively.Just open any magazine or look at any TV program and it is clear that yoga is well

and truly mainstream. Images of standing postures and people sitting in meditative positions

are everywhere. It represents something like health and a ‘holistic’ lifestyle. In fact, Hatha Yoga

(the physical postures and movements) is probably practised more outside of India than in

India. The purists may say that this new Westernised form isn’t real yoga at all. The practice of

doing postures is just one small part of the traditional yoga package, but in the West it has

become known as the whole package. Commercial yoga studios look a lot more like a gym

than an ashram.Modern yogis are often people who joined the hot yoga studio because they

heard they could lose weight. Westerners love the challenge of yoga and are encouraged to

sweat, push and exert their way through in a way that resembles gym training or aerobics.

Various different styles of yoga have become brand names of their own and selling yoga



leggings is almost as profitable as giving classes! It is not surprising that fitness-conscious

Westerners created their yoga in their own image.Why is yoga so popular?People start for

unusual reasons, such as a desire to lose weight. But the good thing is that for whatever

reason a person starts, they experience positive shifts in mood, attitude and health along with

the more mechanical changes such as more mobility and strength. People do become

interested in the subtle aspects. Often people experience moments of profound relaxation and

wellbeing during the supine relaxation at the end of a session. That deep relaxation is the

addictive part and the part that counts most in the end.For many people, the few moments of

lying down and just being that happens in Savasana (Corpse Pose – the final pose in most

yoga classes) feels revolutionary. It often also becomes the first step towards appreciating and

practising the more subtle and meditative aspects of yoga. Gradually, people get ‘better’ at

resting in a state of thoughtless awareness, and over time there is a cumulative effect as they

collect, in a sense, those moments of profound peace, clarity and feeling content with just

being.There are certain forms of yoga that are a combination of breath-focused concentration,

movement and stretching. The methods known as Ashtanga Vinyasa or the many modern

derivatives of those started out because a teacher saw that most ordinary people don’t have

time to spend on a typical traditional yoga lifestyle. The traditional lifestyle involves the practice

of postures, known as asana, to prepare the body for hours of breath-focused meditation and

silent sitting meditation. So a special combination package was invented that contains a bit of

all those things and which can be done in an hour and a half or so. This kind of yoga is really

what took off in the West, following on from the aerobics boom in the 1980s. There are plenty

of different styles, some of which are nearly indistinguishable from aerobics classes.The fruits

of yoga practiceKarma ni eva di karastheMah phaleshu kada chanahBhagavad GitaThis can

be translated as: ‘You have the right as well as a duty to take actions, but the fruits of your

actions do not belong to you. Don’t act with attachment to the outcome.’ I was taught that we

should do our practices as a meditative practice without thinking about goals and we should

practise daily. Then the results of strength, flexibility, vitality and wellbeing arrive like a side

effect of such regular practice.Proven benefits of doing yogaThe following are the reported

benefits of incorporating a yoga practice into one’s life (Cahn et al. 2017; Critchley et al. 2015;

Gerritsen & Band 2018):• lowers blood pressure• reduces anxiety• reduces inflammation•

builds confidence• builds body awareness• improves balance• improves flexibility• builds

muscle strength• builds bone density• prevents cartilage breakdown• protects the spine•

improves circulation• drains lymph• improves immunity• relieves depression• regulates adrenal

glands• improves tendency to make lifestyle choices that are healthy• lowers blood sugar•

helps focus• relaxes and tones the nervous system• improves sleep• improves lung function•

prevents irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and other digestive problems• provides pain relief•

improves mental toughness• improves emotional intelligence and benefits relationships•

improves sinus drainage• improves ability to visualise in the mind’s eye• reduces susceptibility

to allergies• supports your connective tissue.Some of these have more hard evidence than

others, but new evidence is rolling in all the time. I would suggest researching those that seem

most important or relevant to you and your work.Solid scientific evidence is coming in and

catching upThere is an acceleration of genuine scientific research into the effects of yoga and

other mind–body practices, which are known in the science world as contemplative practices to

distinguish them from ordinary exercise (Gerritsen & Band 2018). Even without the backing of

scientists, it seems that society is leading the way in exploring yoga.There are apparently

around 35 million people in the USA alone who practise yoga in some form on a regular basis,

and much anecdotal evidence for its healing benefits. The British National Health Service has



instituted a program to roll out yoga therapy because it sees it as a ‘cost-effective preventive

and complementary treatment for a host of non-communicable diseases’ (Mason,

Schnackenberg & Monro 2017, p.121).If we are to successfully bring the practices of yoga to a

wider range of people, including athletes, then it will be helpful to view some solid evidence. So

let’s have a look at what the science community does have to say:Indeed, evidence accrued

from 34 RCTs indicates that Tai Chi, Qi Gong, meditation, and Yoga, both short- and long-term,

appear to reduce markers of inflammation and influence virus-specific immune responses to

vaccinations, despite minimal evidence suggesting effects on resting anti-viral immunity or

enumerative measures among 2219 healthy individuals and those with disease conditions.

Specifically, for inflammatory measures, 18 published RCTs reported that 7 to 16 weeks of

mind–body interventions significantly reduced C-reactive protein. (Morgan et al. 2014, n.p.)It is

fair to say that the science is playing catch-up with the yoga movement. Enough evidence is

there for people to accept that yoga is good for them and can help with many common

ailments. But whether the evidence is there to prove that it will help an elite athlete is another

question. As is often the case, anecdotal evidence precedes scientific evidence. It is my belief

that this is the case in the field of sports and the application of yoga there. Athletes are doing

yoga. Coaches and trainers of all fields are curious, and even if they have not yet found a

teacher and put the ideas into practice, it is becoming clearer and clearer that yoga has a place

in the world of sport.This book is a manual for those people looking to demystify and better

understand the practice of this ancient system. It is also intended as a guide for yoga teachers

and yoga converts to more effectively bridge the divide between East and West and get the

best results working with yoga and sports to enhance performance.Sports injuries and yoga

injuriesIf you were a motorcycle racer, you wouldn’t hand your bike over to a mechanic you

don’t trust. And an elite athlete won’t do that with their body either. They will be wary of putting

themselves in the hands of an untested and unknown ‘yoga expert’.I believe that there should

be a mandatory exam for yoga teachers who teach asana. A set anatomy and physiology exam

that establishes the base layer that is enough to keep people safe. If a fitness trainer has to do

this, why do not yoga teachers? We work with people’s bodies, often in pretty extreme ways,

and we have a duty of care. I have heard yoga teachers say things like ‘Well, I don’t know all

the names of the muscles and bones but I know my way around the body. I don’t need to study

anatomy.’ They may even justify their ignorance by saying that yoga is a spiritual practice and

the body is just a small part of the whole. This attitude is irresponsible in my view and explains

how yoga has got a bad name among other therapies. This is part of the problem for yoga.

Because it is a ‘spiritual discipline’, it plays by different rules from other therapeutic arts. Some

schools tolerate injury rates that would be unacceptable in other fields.A serious sportsperson

can’t afford to get injured or throw their machine out of balance. Their machine is the only body

they have and they have been carefully training to get where they are now. They would be wise

to be wary, especially given that the number of newly qualified yoga teachers has boomed

along with the mainstream popularity of yoga.Yoga as a commodityMahatma Gandhi is

purported to have said that India’s greatest gift to the rest of the world will be yoga. I don’t think

he meant it to be a commodity, and it is interesting to note that while India is the home of the

tradition, we have not yet seen a large-scale export of Indian yoga teachers to the West.But

now yoga has been commodified – like the images of surfers selling clothing as a shortcut to

the ‘dream’ of a surfer lifestyle. The shorts aren’t just shorts; they are a symbol of freedom and

living the dream. The yoga dream now comes in sizes and colours, yoga leggings and organic

biodegradable mats. That stuff is for sale on the internet and in yoga studios all over the world,

and many of the sellers are using a form of new-age spiritual theatre to build brands and create



a mystique of spirituality that doesn’t have much depth to it.The commodity-style yoga is a

cheap and mass-produced replacement for something very real and actually profound. To

return to surfing, it is much quicker and easier to wear a pair of branded surf shorts and

pretend to be a surfer than it is to learn the art of surfing by putting in time and paying your

dues with Mother Ocean. There are no shortcuts to being a yoga master either.The ‘industry

boom’ of teacher training programs has probably peaked, and now we are entering a new

stage. The 200-hour teacher training became the basic standard and also the default choice for

anyone who just wanted to train more deeply.
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Eek, “Brilliant and relevant for any yoga teacher or serious practitioner. Jim Harrington is my

teacher from Cape Town. It is awesome to continue learning from him through this well written

book. He is brilliant and explains the concepts perfectly and down to earth.”
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The book by Jim Harrington has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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